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Tents & Awnings Limited is Fiji`s
most established tent maker and
over the last 23 years has increased
its manufacturing to include
Sail Shades, Tension Membrane
Structures, Greenhouse Structures
and General Steel Works.
Our dedicated team of specialist`s
ensure timely delivery of work with
innovative solutions using state
of the art equipment.
Our fully equipped manufacturing
facility is strategically based in the
area of Lami. Our services include
End-to-end approach whereby we
are able to provide concept design,
manufacture and installation of
projects on time and on budget.
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SAIL SHADES
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Sail Shades
Our Sail Shades are designed to withstand the elements. Their heat resistant
capabilities make them a perfect usage for patios and pools.
When choosing outdoor shade sails, you should consider the aesthetic
form because every home or commercial setup has overriding theme
into which the sails need to blend.
Marriott Resort - Momi Bay

The aesthetics include colour & shape on the sail fabric.

Material
Shade cloth material is the specified material used for a perfect sail shade structure.
The durability of this material includes:

Extreme Strength
320 GSM

Dimensional Stability
Excellent UVR Blockout ( Up to 95.8% )

The material used is flexible and hooked on several anchor points.

Private Residence

Mana Island Resort

Marriott Resort - Momi Bay

OUTDOOR BLINDS
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Gearbox System Blinds
Gearbox Blinds can be used for windows or as a supplemental coverage option
for balconies or verandas.
Motorized System Blinds
Motorized Blinds can be operated from a single control or can be operated
individually by simply pressing a button.
Material
UV Treated Acrylic Canvas
5 to 1% Mesh Fabric
HD PVC Tarpaulin
Perfectly stitched using UV
Polyester Threads.

Executive Residence

Vunabaka Resort - Malolo Island

Outdoor blinds provide shade and privacy, which
means the interior of your home will stay cooler
during the hot weather months.

Marriott Resort - Momi Bay

AWNINGS
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An impeccable awning offers you invaluable protection from direct sunlight exposure for people in your household getting more use
of space whether you’re hosting barbecues, garden parties or just relaxing.
Retractable Awnings
Retractable awnings are more versatile and can be adjusted to different slopes to suit different needs and weather conditions which is
an advantage that you simply won’t find on any of its fixed counterparts.

Warehouse Awning

Marriott Resort - Momi Bay

Material
The cover has a optional material collection that will suit your awning
structure. This includes:
Acylic Canvas: Waterproof material that protects the fabric,
creating a barrier which reinforces the water repellence and delays the
dirt fidelity.
Mesh Netting: Sun Shade material, providing outdoor comfort and
indoor climate control.

Resort Awning

TENSILE MEMBRANE STRUCTURES
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Tensile Membrane Structure
Tensile membrane structures are an efficient, aesthetically pleasing and elegant method of covering large spaces. We are the only company in
Fiji that can design, engineer, fabricate and install your tensile membrane structure.
Material
Our product will meet the highest standards for UV and fungicide resistance
together with long term durability.
Our fabric features:

SCC Market

thermal comfort inside
the structure

resists fungus
attacks

allows different
sunlight transmission

Dirt repellent &
easy to clean

Motibhai Fiji

UMBRELLAS
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A free standing umbrella offers an oasis away from the home positioned in front of a pool
or a cosy spot in the yard perfect for weekend gatherings, family events or outdoor dining.
This product is also ideal for resorts and hotels.

Outdoor umbrella is the most versatile and effective
outdoor shade solution available. Whether you care
more about style or function, outdoor umbrellas have
you covered.

The umbrella features: - Waterproof PVC fabric
- UV Protection

- Easy opening & closing
- 5 years warranty

EXECUTIVE CLEAR SPAN
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Executive Clear Span
Our Executive Clear Span Tent covers large areas for any occasion. The unique structural formation of the Clear Span makes all the inside space
usable with no internal columns or supports to interfere with your interior plans.
Our Clear Span:
Provides superior height and
clearance compared to traditional
metal or wooden buildings
Maintains shape, does not shrink,
swell, split, warp, rust or rot away
Steel frames resist corrosion even
in the harshest conditions
Built Option: Permanent or Temporary

MOTORIZED PERGOLA
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Motorized Pergola
A free-standing structure which has remote controlled roof louvres with no complicated connections between the house and the pergola which
looks fantastic as it opens to greet the sky and closes to provide shade, a sight to see.
Our Motorized Pergola:
Remote controlled
Durable
Convinient
Temperature Reduction

SUMMARY
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Supplying the best tents throughout the local & pacific region, Tents & Awnings Limited will also provide
everything needed for Sail Shades, Awnings, Outdoor Blinds & Tensile Membrane Structures.

Our innovative products are all custom made to your requirements and suited for residential or
commercial applications.

For our full product ranges, please visit our website: www.tents.com.fj
or Contact +679 3361 212 | +679 9921 939 | +679 9920 571
Lot 22 Vetaia St, Lami, Fiji Islands

